
Improve 
operations and 
experiences with 
Smart Video 
Analytics

IoT applications could help retailers capture 
between $410 billion and $1.2 trillion in annual 
economic value by 2025, and video analytics has 
a huge part to play.*

Smart Video Analytics is a comprehensive and 
technologically-advanced AI-driven platform 
that’s designed to help organizations make smarter 
decisions with data-based insights.

Smart Video Analytics provides actionable 
intelligence to help you reduce waiting times, 
reduce the number of lost and stolen items,  
increase sales, and identify areas where your 
workforce are really needed. 

Video analytics provide 
meaningful insights and 
enable quicker response. 

 ■ Real-time processing capabilities
 ■ 4G connected cameras
 ■ Edge processing for data analytics
 ■ AI-powered for greater accuracy

Smart Video Analytics offers: Proactive video security

Operational  
excellence

Video enhancement 
and performance

■ Detect intruders.
■ Detect suspicious objects.
■ Detect suspicious activity.

■ Monitor staff and visitor 
areas for lines and 
congestion.

■ Improve facilities 
planning, staffing, and 
resource efficiency.

■ Guard against issues 
such as tampering and 
picture degradation 
due to the elements.

*mckinsey.com



Activity  
visualizer

By identifying motion within the video 
frame, the activity visualizer is able to 
show how people act while in a room. 
This is particularly important if you’re 
doing something like planning the 
layout of a showroom.

By identifying the amount of time—
dwell time—that someone spends 
near a certain product, you can 
track popularity and create a route 
that optimizes exposure to other 
complementary products. This is 
especially valuable for retail operations 
when optimizing product placement 
for increased sales results.

It also means that if you wanted to A/B 
test a display or layout, you’d be able 
to get objective measurements on how 
successful each was.

Queue  
detector

Queue detector is able to tell from a 
video whether a queue has formed, 
how long it is and how many people it 
contains. It’s also able to identify the 
pace of movement, helping eliminate 
overcrowding and reducing the time 
people must wait in line.

So if, for instance, there’s a long line 
at your supermarket and it’s moving 
slowly, you can set up an alert so that 
additional staff can be called to open 
another register. 

It’s effective anywhere that queues 
form: airports, box offices, train 
stations, post offices, shops, and more.

People  
counter

Know exactly how many people pass 
through your property. Smart video 
analysis automatically counts people 
passing through a defined area in a 
video stream, including the direction 
that they’re moving in. This enables 
precise footfall measurement, even 
when several people are moving in the 
same area at the same time.

What’s more, you can use this insight 
to ensure that your conversion rates 
and Average Transaction Value 
(ATV) metrics are accurate, so you 
can compare sites more precisely. 
This is especially useful for shops, 
supermarkets, and shopping malls 
which require detailed information 
about the footfall in specific areas, 
as well as statistical evaluations for 
assessing and optimizing locations.

By accurately measuring the 
movement of people in busy spaces 
such as public buildings, Smart Video 
Analytics allows you to optimize 
and deploy critical human resources 
more efficiently.

People  
counter 3D

A LiDAR camera placed above a door 
allows you to accurately measure 
people entering and leaving the 
premises. The 3D LiDAR sensor 
can detect when an object—like a 
shopping cart—is being pushed by a 
person, minimizing false counts.

The counting results can be fed back 
as a graphic visualization with detailed 
reports, so you can objectively 
measure the flow of people.

So, museums can see which rooms 
are the most popular, railway 
stations can decide on passenger 
walkways, and shops can measure 
seasonal popularity.

Additional  
features
Improved operations and experiences 
can also include optional extras:

Camera health 
monitor

Once your camera is active, it’s 
naturally susceptible to damage—
malicious or accidental. Automated 
built-in health-monitoring capabilities 
help you ensure your network is 
available and fully operational at all 
times.

Video  
enhancer

The video enhancer module optimizes 
the quality of both live and recorded 
video using filtering and stabilizing 
technologies, so you have the 
clearest picture.

This solution adapts to work effectively
in areas with consistent lighting—
such as elevators—or areas like
security gates where the lighting
changes. It even works in the dark,
using Light Detection and Ranging
(LiDAR) sensors.

Smarter oversight

Smart Video Analytics  
delivers:

■ Faster, more effective responses
■ A single view for all video, IoT, 

and analytics data
■ Near real-time alerts for 

proactive responses to 
suspicious people or events

■ Organization-wide visibility



Smart Video Analytics improves 
operations and experiences for:

Airports and terminals

While video footage has helped 
retailers combat shrinkage for years, 
Smart Video Analytics enhances 
video capability by providing 
intelligent and immediate visibility 
over your stock to help reduce the 
number of lost and stolen items.

But it can do so much more. 
With activity analyzer, you can 
optimize store layout to improve 
the customer experience and 
ensure promotions receive optimal 
foot traffic. Then you can analyze 
and improve the routes people 

take around your shop or bank with 
the data from people counters. 
Queue detector will help you serve 
customers rapidly—and helps them 
waste less time.

Privacy protector and proactive 
video security helps keep customers 
and staff safe, while direction 
controller lets you monitor 
entrances, exits, and escalators. 
Plus, Smart Video Analytics easily 
integrates with other systems to 
provide a more holistic view of your 
retail operations.

From dropping off bags to boarding, 
passengers expect a seamless 
experience. Improve operational 
flows by minimizing the amount of 
time your passengers spend waiting 
in airport shops, at check-in, or in 
parking lots while also delivering a 
heightened level of security. Queue 
detector alerts you to any length of 
queue, so you can step in and serve 
people more efficiently.

With activity analyzer and people 
counter, you’re able to count 
and track people, so you can put 
the right number of staff in the 
right place. You can speed up the 
boarding process, too, using facial 
recognition to automate check-in 
while ensuring your customers 
remain anonymous by using 
privacy protection.

When running a hotel, you need to 
find the balance between ensuring a 
smooth, safe experience for guests 
while respecting their privacy and 
confidentiality.

Smart Video Analytics can help. 
You can enhance your guests’ 
experiences from the second they 
pull up outside to the moment 
they check out. You can also 
ensure the safety of staff who 
may be delivering room service or 
working in remote areas, like the 
boiler room.

With queue detection and facial 
recognition, you can speed up the 
check-in process while maintaining 
guest privacy. Plus you can use 
activity analysis to optimize your 
building’s layout and how people  
use your space. You can even 
offer valet or guided parking with 
curbside monitoring.

Then, you can protect guest 
privacy with military-grade 
encryption and the ability to 
automatically anonymize people 
in the background.

Retail

Hospitality



Why you should choose  
Smart Video Analytics
When you work with T-Mobile® for Business, you get a one-stop shop for technology, connectivity, and 
support services. Here are some of the most valuable ways this solution can help:

Let’s talk.

To learn more about how you can gain peace of mind 
with Smart Video Analytics, explore the full solution 
on our website or talk to one of our IoT experts at  
866-434-4785.
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Simple scalability
Demand is always going to shift over time. Maybe you add a 
new asset to your infrastructure or sell a building to reduce 
your portfolio. When your situation changes, your solution 
should change with it.

The solution is designed to easily scale at at every 
level—from cameras, LiDAR sensors, and connectivity, 
to video storage and processing, analytics, visualization, 
and services.  

Superior vendor ecosystem
This solution is supported by industry-leading expertise 
from T-Mobile to provide the best possible service in 
every area and the highest performing, most reliable 
solution overall.

The industry’s first OpEx model
Our OpEx model makes it easy to scale, whether you need 
to add more capacity or reduce the load. We’re the first 
U.S. telco in the market to offer this solution with the 
monthly payment plan you know and love from other as-a-
service solutions.

Rather than making a major upfront investment in video 
analytics, you can save on CapEx and budget predictably 
with a single monthly bill that covers everything—hardware, 
software, network, and support.

T-Mobile experience
T-Mobile offers a range of secure network technologies 
to meet each IoT use case. Our solution experts are here 
to consult and design an IoT solution for you, from initial 
engagement, to creative solution design, to deployment and 
ongoing support for your IoT video surveillance solution.

T-Mobile.com/business/solutions/iot/smart-video-analytics

https://www.t-mobile.com/business/solutions/iot/smart-video-analytics
https://www.t-mobile.com/business/solutions/iot/smart-video-analytics

